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Molecular Gas Properties of HI Monsters



MHI vs. M*

HI mass of normal-sized local galaxies – Saintonge et al. (2011) 

HI mass of  ~300 SDSS galaxies 
randomly selected at 0.025 < z < 0.05 

in 1010 M�< M* < 1011.5 M�
HI detection       Upper limits

(ALFA + Arecibo)

Top 20 ALFALFA galaxies in HI mass
(March 2008; MHI > 3 x 1010 M� out to z ~ 0.08;

Haynes et al. 2011) à HI Monsters



Artist’s impression of gas accretion onto MW and M31 (Richter, arXiv:1612.00449)

Gas accretion and galaxy evolution

Milky Way-like galaxies need extra gas fuel 
in order to maintain the current star formation rate.

(e.g. Richter 2016; Putman 2016)



SFR density vs. z LIR vs. z
Hopkins & Beacom (2006) Magnelli et al. (2011)

Star formation over cosmic time – Madau et al. (1996), LeFloc’h et al. (2005) 

These observations require gas-rich progenitors!

LIR > 1012

1010 < LIR < 1011



Discoveries of very gas-rich galaxies

Extremely gas-rich galaxies are being identified…
e.g. Catinella et al. (2008), Lutz et al. (2017) in atomic gas

Solomon & Vanden Bout (2005), Daddi et al. (2008) in molecular gas

àA large atomic gas reservoir ~ A large molecular gas mass?
àA large cool gas reservoir ~ SFR and stellar mass build-up?

à Follow-up CO observations of extremely HI-rich galaxies

As commonly believed and adopted in theory (e.g. Dutton et al. 2010), 



à 20 ALFALFA (March 2008) galaxies with        
the  largest MHI (> 3 x 1010 M� at 0.04 < z < 0.08)

+ 8 LSBs with MHI > 1 x 1010 M� (Schneider & O’Neil)

MHI vs. M*

MHI/M* vs. (u-r)0

Median

à 2 ~ 10 x HI-richer on average

à Very HI-rich local galaxies

Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: Sample



Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: Sample



1. Do the most HI-massive galaxies also have a large molecular gas mass?
2. What is the maximum cool gas (HI + H2) content of normal galaxies?
3. What type of galaxies manage to accumulate such a large cool gas reservoir?
4. What is the molecular gas fraction in HI-rich galaxies and is it related to other

properties such as stellar mass, surface mass density and color?

Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: Questions



Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: RSR + FCRAO

+

Redshift Search Receiver

Large Millimeter 
Telescope

Five College Radio 
Astronomy Observatory

2011 
demolished

A ultra-wide band spectrometer 
developed for the LMT, covering 
74 to 110 GHz simultaneously

12CO (1-0) data taken in 2008, during the commissioning period of RSR on FCRAO



Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: RSR + FCRAO

12CO (1-0) data taken in 2008, during the commissioning period of RSR on FCRAO

Examples of CO single-dish spectra



Most HI monsters also host a large molecular gas reservoir:MH2 = (1.4 ~ 11.1) x 109 M� assuming 
a MW CO-H2 conversion factor, but why more of cool gas ≠ more active star formation?

Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: Results

19 out of 28 galaxies detected in CO, including 4 (/8) LSBs

MH2 vs. M*

MHI+H2/M* vs. (u-r)0 MH2/M* vs. sSFR



Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: Lessons

Lee, Chung, et al. 2014, MNRAS, 441, 1363

1.  Do the most HI-massive galaxies also have a large molecular gas mass?

à Yes (but no linear relation between the two phases)

2.  What is the maximum cool gas (HI + H2) content of normal galaxies?

à (2-7) x 1010 M� for this sample (mean gas fraction to stars of ~70%)

3.  What type of galaxies manage to accumulate such a large cool gas reservoir?

à Mostly disky galaxies in relatively low density environment (more later)

4.  What is the molecular fraction and is it related to other optical properties?

à Molecular-to-atomic gas fraction (< 0.4) varies widely 
à Heterogeneous nature of gas-rich galaxies?



1. Is gas spread thin below the SF threshold or too turbulent to form stars?
2. What is the relationship between ∑SFR and ∑gas , i.e. KS – relation?
3. Is gas currently being accreted (has not been yet converted into stars)?

Single-dish CO observations of HI monsters: Follow-up questions

à To answer, gas needs to be resolved! 

Among 19 CO-detections, 10 galaxies with D25 > 30 arcsec
which are not too inclined (to be reliably resolved) and accessible from ALMA

à 10 targets, 12CO (1-0), Cycle 3



ALMA CO observations of HI monsters: Morphology
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A004552                                  A005543                                  A005737                                  A006206                                 A008585

A009162                                  A009727                                  A174522                                  A222077                                 A260164

Asymmetric peculiarities are quite common in the outer molecular disk.
A synthesized beam ~ 3” (2~3 kpc for this sample)
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ALMA CO observations of HI monsters: Morphology

A009162                                  A009727                                  A174522                                  A222077                                 A260164

A004552                                  A005543                                  A005737                                  A006206                                 A008585

All show a regular rotation in the inner part, but warping is not rare.



ALMA CO observations of HI monsters: Velocity field
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A004552                                  A005543                                  A005737                                  A006206                                 A008585

A009162                                  A009727                                  A174522                                  A222077                                 A260164

All show a regular rotation in the inner part, but warping is not rare.

BUT significant amount of gas above SF threshold.



Molecular Kennicutt-Schmidt Relation: ∑SFR vs. ∑H2

Σ"#$ ∝ (Σ'())+ - Schmidt (1959)

+~1.4	- Kennicutt (1998)

+~1.0	– Bigiel et al. (2008)

For a disk forming stars following the gravitational instability, n~1.5

Galaxies as whole, not resolved

Resolved. Lower n due to the choice of line? (12 CO J=2-1; Momose et al. 2013)

Observationally, n ~ 1 for most cases  



ALMA CO observations of HI monsters: Velocity dispersion
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Comparable to normal spiral galaxies



ALMA CO observations of HI monsters: Velocity dispersion

JCMT nearby galaxy survey: ~6 km/s 
at 0.2~0.4R25 (Wilson et al. 2011)

THINGS HI < ~20 km/s at R25 
(Klessen & Hennebelle 2010)

Compared to nearby spiral galaxies, ~3 times higher on average at 0.2~0.4R25



ALMA CO observations of HI monsters

à If so, from where?

+             +             +

Morphology + kinematics + KS relation

suggestive of GAS ACCRETION 

∑SFR
vs. 

∑H2



Local environment of HI monsters (d < 1 Mpc, +/- 500 km/s) 

Optically disturbed 
in rich environment

Not disturbed with small 
(potential) neighbors

3 ALMA galaxies
9 HI monsters (3 no CO)

4 ALMA galaxies
11 HI monsters (4 no CO)

3 ALMA galaxies
8 HI monsters (2 no CO)

Minor 
mergers?

Gas rich 
neighbors?

Gas 
filaments?

Minor merging/gas accretion from neighbors + filaments à HI imaging?

Not disturbed, 
relatively isolated



Summary Chung et al. in prep

This gas-rich galaxy sample is likely to be the population 
in the process of mass build-up by gas accretion.

The origin of the accretion and the fraction of gas accreted in molecular phase 
will be further probed.

These galaxies may be only the tip of the iceberg…



Stay open-minded, be prepared for the unknowns!


